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Project snapshot 
 

Working Area  Democratic Governance Working Field Local Governance 
Start date 01.07.2019 End date 30.06.2023 
Phase Phase II 

Short description 

Since 2015, LevizAlbania has contributed to enhancing local democracy, through 
grants for Non-for-Profit Organizations (NPOs), informal groups, and citizens, 
supporting their demand for transparent and accountable local governance, and 
efficient public services. In Phase II LevizAlbania will continue to support civic 
actors countrywide, including women and youth, through a bottom-up approach. 
The project will support coalition building to incite structural and systemic change 
at local and national level and promote positive practices in support of local 
democracy. The project will use media as an advocacy tool to amplify the demands 
of stakeholders. Synergies with other SDC and donor projects will maximize results 
of the support provided to Albanian good governance at local level.  

Overall goal Albanian population benefits from an improved democracy at local level. 
Specific 
objectives/ 
Outcomes 
 

1. Civic actors influence the local priority setting, decision-making and the 
efficiency of service delivery by local authorities; 
2. Civil society actors initiate and engage in strategic/joint actions to oversight and 
address structural challenges related to good governance at local level. 

Outputs 
 
 

1.1 Demand-driven interventions (grants) awarded in a transparent, competitive 
and impartial way, successfully implemented countrywide by diverse local 
civic actors. 

1.2 Supported NPOs and activists utilize media and collaborate with journalists 
to advocate for improved local democracy. 

1.3 Youth activism supported through strengthened relations between youth 
and local communities to improve local governance and influence decision 
making. 

2.1 Evidence-based monitoring reports and Citizens perceptions measurement 
Instruments on LGUs governance and service provision are made public 

2.2 Local Legal Centres provide legal support to enable civil society actors to take 
legal actions towards improving local governance in the fields of primary 
health care, environment, consumer protection, as well as service delivery at 
local and regional level. 

2.3 Exchange, networking, and coaching opportunities for civic actors (NPOs and 
individuals) increased aiming to influence local policies and decision-making. 

2.4 Open data platform to measure the fiscal and financial performance of local 
governments continuously updated, accessed and used by interested parties. 

2.5 Multi-functional platform promotes independent and qualitative media 
content on local issues, and open knowledge on local government, 
continuously updated, accessed and used by citizens. 

Beneficiaries  NPOs, informal groups and active citizens in all 61 municipalities 
Consortium  OSFA, Partners Albania, Co-PLAN  
Donor Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation   
Resources 6.9 million CHF 
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Executive summary 
 
Albania’s dysfunctional democracy continued to co-exist with a very dynamic context. The last year 
saw rapid increase in power concentration by the ruling party at both national and local level, 
accompanied by initial high levels of uncertainty after the local elections over the future of newly 
elected and mono-party Mayors and local Councils. By the end of the autumn 2019, it had become 
clearer that elected mayors and local councillors would be in charge of local governance over the next 
four-year period. During the 1st quarter of 2020, with the outbreak of the pandemic, local decision-
making processes and local public service delivery experienced considerable disruption. In addition, 
the situation posed big challenges on civil society, particularly on civil society organizations, in terms 
of financial availability, human resources, management and implementation of activities. 
 
LevizAlbania started its 2nd phase of operation on July 1, 2019, following a successful first four-year 
phase. The core bottom-up approach of the project to support local civic actors in their demand for a 
better local democracy remained unchanged as well as its fundamental management and operational 
modalities.  The introduction of new grant instruments for different types of civic actors, adjustments 
to size and duration of grants, enhancement of its steering mechanisms and transparency procedures, 
as well as a refined strategic orientation are key changes with respect to the first Phase. The Grant 
Board, as well as a new project team have also been established and consolidated over the year. The 
1st year of implementation (1st July 2019 – 30th June 2020), saw the state of natural emergency 
activated in two occasions: the earthquake of November 26, 2019 and the spread of COVID-19 in 
March 2020. These events revealed low level of preparedness, particularly at local government level. 
Moreover, the recent COVID-19 situation created further disconnection in interactions between local 
governments and citizens. Throughout this period, the main information published and disseminated 
from local governments focused entirely on the COVID-19 situation, providing assistance, adhering to 
measures or plans to prevent the spread of the virus, and processes of cleaning / disinfecting public 
spaces. LevizAlbania adapted to this situation by responding through its different instruments.  

 
Call for Applications No. 6 (CfA 6) and the Rapid Response grant instrument (RR) were key to 
accomplish progress in terms of Demand-driven interventions awarded and implemented countrywide 
by diverse local civic actors. 49 grants were awarded. 40 grants in the frame of CfA 6 to 23 Non-Profit 
Organizations (NPO), 11 individuals and 6 informal groups, while 9 other grants under RR instrument. 
Four projects under Value-Added Support Services (VASS) are currently under implementation:  i) 
Legal support to communities and civic actors; ii) Publication of Quarterly and Annual Reports 2019 
on Municipal Finances; iii) Youth Camps and support to small–scale community projects developed by 
youth; and iv) Exchange, networking and coaching for LevizAlbania grantees. PortaVendore, has been 
active in engaging local journalist to report on local issues, and particularly reporting after the 
Earthquake and during the state of natural emergency declared due to COVID-19. An overall amount 
of 1,343,114 CHF was contracted for demand-driven interventions and VASS. 
 
Over the second year, LevizAlbania will focus on re-launching the grant-giving process and award the 
projects under CfA 7 and RR, ensure the project implementation by selected grantees, while 
implementing the monitoring, networking and coaching components. Another priority for the next 
year will be to operationalize the Strategic Grant instrument, aiming to tackle systemic challenges 
and/or generating data/evidences and knowledge on issues of high public interest.  In terms of 
Visibility and Communication of LevizAlbania, the upcoming priorities include the organization of 
LevizAlbania Democracy Week 2020, implementation of the Visibility and Communication Strategy 
and continuation of reporting on local topics through PortaVendore. All of the above, in conjunction 
with the grant instruments will be complemented by the continuous VASS, that include provision of 
legal assistance through Legal Clinics and strategic litigation, the Youth Camps and related activities, 
and publishing of quarterly and annual Local Finances Reports. 
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1. Context evolution 
 
Albania remains a hybrid democracy1. Democratic standards continue to present deficiencies and 
political developments, especially over the last year, do not seem to help.  The quality of democratic 
governance at both national and local levels has been steadily declining. The Judicial Reform, 
intended to restore trust and integrity in the system, has resulted in systemic paralysis, most notably 
of the Constitutional Court. A hostile political climate further exacerbated the decline in quality of 
democratic governance. The unprecedented decision of opposition to resign their parliamentary seats 
in March 2019, after long periods of boycott and protests, has practically handed over a defunct 
legislative power to the executive and seriously damaged any consideration for this fundamental 
institution in a modern democracy. Furthermore, in June 2019, Albania held one-party local elections, 
with opposition parties refusing to participate and Government refusing to reschedule elections. The 
result is monochromatic mayors and local councils and a considerable backslide on representative 
democracy. The lack of a deep reform in the electoral system increases expectations on the role of 
civil society during the election campaign to address issues of representation and civic influence, 
especially at local elections. High citizens’ expectations, lack of consultation with communities and 
dubious tactics of parties on the ongoing electoral reform raise doubts on the quality of amendments 
to be adopted. At the same time, the media's role eroded with an undermined credibility, struggling 
to serve as a moral check on power.  
 
In addition to challenges posed by the political climate, Albania is facing an important process: the EU 
accession negotiations. After a positive recommendation from the EU Commission since 2018 and the 
green light of EU Member States in 2020, the country is awaiting the date for the first 
intergovernmental conference, which will start this crucial stage of its democratic future. This phase 
will require major efforts from Albanian institutions but also from CSOs, activists, interest groups, 
academia, media, etc, in order to be successful and efficient. A participatory approach is required from 
all best resources that the country has built over the years, with help of the international community 
as well. In this context, the role of civil society becomes even more important. 
 
The superficial public consultation system in place will not guarantee effective participation of non-
state actors in the process. Therefore, a more pro-active approach from CSOs is required. They need 
to be well equipped, enabled and coordinated, in order to bring tangible contribution to the process 
and increase ownership on it. On one hand, they need to bring technical capacities and expertise in 
their interaction with public institutions and the EU. On the other hand, they must have all the 
instruments and abilities to advocate, pressure and increase transparency of the process, for the 
benefit of society as a whole2. Substantial efforts are needed to ensure meaningful and systematic 
consultations with civil society as part of an inclusive policy dialogue for reforms. These efforts should 
involve comprehensive feedback and follow-up mechanisms. According to the Assessment Report, 
CSOs' relationship with local and central government still needs bilateral efforts to increase 
transparency, trust and cooperation, with only 52% of CSOs declaring that they rarely cooperate with 
central government, while 27% stating they had no cooperation. Concerning local government, 44% 
of CSOs rarely cooperate and 13% have no cooperation.3 
 
Moreover, efforts to strengthen civil society should go beyond CSOs, including individual citizens and 
different interest groups. Challenges related to achieving this are inherently related to citizen 

 
1 Article on Economist Intelligence Unit Index on Democracy https://balkaninsight.com/2009/01/19/albania-a-hybrid-democracy-the-
economist/ 
2 Especially with the new methodology introduced by EC in early 2020, and the reinforced recognition of the important role of civil society, 
local organizations and groups need to be active and prepared for participating effectively in the process. Building a more democratic, 
transparent and inclusive society that is involved in a dialogue on reforms are among key priorities in the European integration process. 
3 Partners Albania (2019) Capacity and Needs Assessment for CSO in Albania http://partnersalbania.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/Need-Assessment-Report-2019.pdf   

https://balkaninsight.com/2009/01/19/albania-a-hybrid-democracy-the-economist/
https://balkaninsight.com/2009/01/19/albania-a-hybrid-democracy-the-economist/
http://partnersalbania.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Need-Assessment-Report-2019.pdf
http://partnersalbania.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Need-Assessment-Report-2019.pdf
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engagement. Local Governance Mapping in Albania4 shows that Participation and Citizens’ 
Engagement scores the same level as in 2016, representing the weakest dimension of local 
governance. The overall situation of citizen engagement has dropped to “nearly poor” when it comes 
to communities’ interaction with the LGUs or CSOs. One of the possible causes of low citizen 
engagement is low levels of trust on whether citizen voices will be heard. This is compatible with 
perception statistics on local governance: most Albanian citizens consider local government to be non-
transparent or accountable. 71% of Albanian citizens have not seen an improvement in the quality of 
social services provided by their municipality since 2017 with the percentage of Albanians who 
consider local self-government as accountable decreasing by 11%5. 
 
The situation of recent months due to the pandemic has affected the entire chain of functioning of 
the economy and society. Public institutions, policy and decision-makers at central level, local 
government, private sector, CSOs, etc. have been facing many difficulties and uncertainties. This 
emergency strengthened top-down approaches of government at local and central level. Public 
authorities justified measures with health and security reasons, weakening the already poor 
accountability and transparency system, and reduced the interactive and controlling space of civil 
society, thus producing a weaker democracy. Local governments focused on basic priorities: socio-
economic assistance, disinfection, waste management and provision of protective and preventive 
measures. About 40% of municipalities have undertaken budgetary reallocations to reduce the impact 
of austerity and isolation on the economy. Often decision-making was conducted swiftly, without 
consultation and outside legal provisions (lack of information about online meetings of municipal 
councils, budget allocations, procedures followed). In processes such as drafting budgets, determining 
municipal priorities, determining benefits for different groups, etc., involvement of stakeholders 
becomes more important, considering the effects of the pandemic but also the low resilience of local 
governments to shocks.  
 
The Albanian economy is suffering the consequences of two consecutive adverse shocks hitting the 
economy in a short period. A strong earthquake hit in November 2019, accompanied with loss of life 
and extensive damage. On top of this, lockdown imposed to contain spread of Sars-Cov2 will severely 
affect the economy. While the activity has largely resumed, return to normality is expected to be 
gradual. The economy is projected to contract by about -5%6 in 2020 due to a collapse of investments, 
a contracting consumer spending and international travel restrictions. As Albania is strongly 
dependent on tourism, the economy is expected to be severely affected. The contraction is expected 
to worsen labour market outcomes with the unemployment rate to increase to 15%.  The severity of 
the downturn and the shape of rebound will depend on both the fiscal/monetary policy mix, 
addressing economic aftershocks of lockdown, the epidemiology of the virus and the possibility of 
further restrictions, local lockdowns and national lockdowns.     
 
In this context, LevizAlbania has high relevance to address issues of local democracy, but also the 
expected impact on civic engagement.  Its efforts to offer empowerment opportunities and fostering 
enabling environment in unusual times of interaction (social distancing, austerity) has also required 
greater investment by civic actors. Implementing innovative methods (online) to perform their 
functions and fulfil their commitment is already a necessity for meeting the needs of citizens for 
inclusion, transparency and accountability of elected officials. The pandemic disruption impacted on 
CSOs in management, financial and human resources. The need for networking between CSOs to 
overcome these issues, has become a strong necessity.7 

 
4 UNDP Local Governance Mapping in Albania 2020  
https://www.al.undp.org/content/albania/en/home/library/democratic_governance/local-governance-mapping-in-albania-2020-.html  
5 IDM Opinion poll 2019 Trust in governance https://idmalbania.org/trust-in-governance/  
6 2020 Projected Real GDP % change, IMF (2020) https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/ALB accessed 9 September 2020. 
7 This need for mobilization among actors is closely related to the fact that 42% of CSOs registered operate at ground level, where the impact 
of the crises is more significant. Partners Albania (2019) Capacity and Needs Assessment for CSO in Albania http://partnersalbania.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/Need-Assessment-Report-2019.pdf 

https://www.al.undp.org/content/albania/en/home/library/democratic_governance/local-governance-mapping-in-albania-2020-.html
https://idmalbania.org/trust-in-governance/
https://www.imf.org/en/Countries/ALB
http://partnersalbania.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Need-Assessment-Report-2019.pdf
http://partnersalbania.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Need-Assessment-Report-2019.pdf
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2. Outcomes achieved 
 

Outcome 1 
Civic actors influenced the local priority setting, decision-making and the efficiency of service 

delivery by local authorities 
 
By supporting civil society actors (NPOs, informal groups, active individuals, journalists) across the 
country, LevizAlbania has set the basis for them to have effect on the priorities, decision-making and 
service delivery of local governments.  By the end of Year 1, the first results are starting to materialize 
in terms of actions and reactions from local authorities in response to the demands and proposals 
raised by some LevizAlbania grantees. The fact that the start of the civic initiatives supported through 
CfA 6 had to be delayed with the implementation of measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in 
Albania  affected the achievements under this Outcome. 
 

Table 1. Logframe indicators for Outcome 1 
Hierarchy of 
objectives/ 
Strategy of 

Intervention 

Indicator 
Baseline 

value 
Phase 1 

Target for Phase 2 Achieved / Progress Y1 

Outcome 1: Civic 
actors influence 
the local priority 
setting, decision-
making and the 
efficiency of 
service delivery 
by local 
authorities. 

Number of reported 
improvements in 
delivery of public 
services by LGUs 
(quality, efficiency 
etc.) 

20 services in 29 
(48%) of 

municipalities 

20 services reported 
improvements in 60% of 

municipalities 

17 projects awarded in 
CfA focused on 
demanding the 

improvement of 
different local public 

services. 
Percent of 
municipalities 
where the citizens’ 
demand for changes 
has been 
implemented 

44% 48%, 

2 municipalities have 
implemented demands 
for changes proposed 
by grantees of CfA 6 

but more are expected 
as projects conclude 

Number of citizens 
involved and 
engaged 

6,000 7,000 additional 

6,345 citizens but 
more are expected as 

projects from CfA 6 
conclude 

Percent of projects 
that achieve stated 
objectives 

95% 99% In process 

 
Figure 1. Contribution to Swiss Cooperation Strategy 2018-2021 for Albania,   

Democratic Governance Domain 

 

Increased number of 
effective civil society 

initiatives

•28 well-founded, concrete requests or 
proposals by NPOs, citizens, informal 
groups to local authorities. 

Local authorities respond 
to the requests/proposals 

of civic actors
•3 Initiatives resulted in concrete 

measures in 2 municipalities 
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Success story: Civic resistance and electronic petitions in the times of COVID-198 
 
Petition for the cancelation of the dormitory fees in Students City 
 
Resident University students of the Student City 
dormitories and NGO Qendresa Qytetare (Civic 
Resistance) filed on April 23, 2020 in the Municipal Council 
of Tirana a petition signed by resident students in the 
dormitories of the Student City. This petition addressed 
the concern of about 5,400 students, requesting the 
Municipal Council of Tirana to make a decision to cancel 
dormitory fees, as from March 9, 2020 students were not 
using them due to the pandemic situation and were no 
longer receiving the services for which they have paid 
through accommodation fee.  
University Student Residence Nr. 1 (Student City) is a 
public enterprise, fully owned by the Municipality of 
Tirana. Based on the decision of the government to 
postpone the state of national disaster as well as on 
Article 19 of the Law on Local Self-Government, Qendresa 
Qytetare initiated and administered this electronic 
petition, which was supported and signed by 332 
students9.  
On April 24, 2020, just one day after filing the petition, the 
Director of the University Student Residency communicated the cancelation of the dormitory fees and 
the decision of the municipality to account for these fees towards the next academic year.10 
 
Petition to address waste and sewage problems in an Administrative Unit in Tirana 
 
On July 2, 2020 50 residents of the 
Administrative Unit 1 in the Municipality of 
Tirana used the Qytetarin.com platform to 
request local authorities to address the 
problem of waste and sewage in the Former 
Polygraph area. For the last two years this area 
had been used to deposit waste, damaging the 
urban landscape but also becoming a source of 
infection, habitat for frogs and a variety of 
insects. The petition was submitted in the 
Tirana Local Council requesting the repair of 
the sewage infrastructure. On July 10, 2020 the 
Municipality of Tirana intervened to 
systematize the area by removing waste and 
water from the Lana river bed, setting up the 
required structures with reinforced concrete. 
The municipality also re-started the public 
works of the Great Ring Road in this area, which 
suffered from the accumulation of waste for 
more than two years. On August 6, 2020 Tirana 

 
8 Project: Qytetar IN; Grantee: Qendresa Qytetare; Area of Implementation: Municipality of Tirana. 
9 https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3176444839248058 
10 https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3178055295753679  

https://qytetarin.com/
https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3176444839248058
https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3178055295753679
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Municipality sent an official response to Qendresa Qytetare informing that measures have been taken 
to clean up urban waste in neighbourhoods and road segments targeted in the petition. After this 
response, on August 10, 2020 were made verifications and photo documentation in the field. The 
waste had been removed and the works for the systematization of the area and the sewers continued. 
It is worth mentioning also that in this area, public works of the Great Ring Road had been stopped 
for at least 1 year and a half.  
 

Success story:  Local governments, civil society and journalists together for people with 
disabilities11 

 
Acting for accessibility in Burrel 
 
Local civil society in the Municipality of Mat have accomplished to bring to the attention of local 
authorities some problems in different public spaces and buildings that make them inaccessible for 
people with disability. Among different accessibility issues in public buildings and spaces in the 
municipality12, Together Foundation in collaboration with local organizations and activists 
corroborated that the Civil Registry office and the square in the neighbourhood “Partizani” in the city 
of Burrel were inaccessible.   
 
Together Foundation sent official letters to the relevant authorities, including the Commissioner for 
the Protection against Discrimination regarding the Civil Registry Office. Local media13 and journalists 
covered the issues. The Municipality of Mat reacted by taking the necessary actions: ramps were 
constructed in the Civil Registry Office14 and in the square of Partizani neighbourhood15. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More actions are expected to be undertaken by the Municipalities of Mat, Shkodër and Durrës. 
Detailed reports on accessibility are currently being prepared to be sent officially to the different 
authorities in these municipalities. 
 
  

 
11 Project: Acting for accessibility!  Grantee: Together Foundation; Area of Implementation: Municipalities of Mat, Shkodër and Durrës 
12 https://www.facebook.com/sebashkufoundation/posts/2543462779297755  
13https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fEAuElJpzw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0ZunNk2V9gAoACIR1Snzp1iZrj_Led3sm3PDi1UwDmX
MRFqBkkhnNB1Uk  
14 https://www.facebook.com/1455232028120841/posts/2587985604845472/?extid=UmUAx415qeNYnbMr&d=n 
15 https://www.facebook.com/1455232028120841/posts/2595151470795552/?extid=WyYRhBnfePgsuJK4&d=n 
 

https://www.facebook.com/sebashkufoundation/posts/2543462779297755
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fEAuElJpzw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0ZunNk2V9gAoACIR1Snzp1iZrj_Led3sm3PDi1UwDmXMRFqBkkhnNB1Uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fEAuElJpzw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0ZunNk2V9gAoACIR1Snzp1iZrj_Led3sm3PDi1UwDmXMRFqBkkhnNB1Uk
https://www.facebook.com/1455232028120841/posts/2587985604845472/?extid=UmUAx415qeNYnbMr&d=n
https://www.facebook.com/1455232028120841/posts/2595151470795552/?extid=WyYRhBnfePgsuJK4&d=n
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Outcome 2 
Civil society actors initiate and engage in strategic/joint actions to oversight and address structural 

challenges related to good governance at local level 
 
LevizAlbania’s grantees are beginning to make alliances and take joint actions, making their voice 
stronger. So far, 5 networks/coalitions have been formed including the grantees awarded in CfA6 to 
advocate on different issues and/or to establish collaboration frameworks to support each other in 
the implementation of their initiatives.  
 

Table 2. Logframe indicators for Outcome 2 

Hierarchy of objectives/ 
Strategy of Intervention  Indicator 

Baseline 
value 

Phase 1 
Target for Phase 2 Achieved Y1 

Outcome 2: Civil society 
actors initiate and 
engage in strategic/joint 
actions to oversight and 
address 
structural/systemic 
challenges related to 
good governance at 
local level 

Number of networks 
and coalitions 
advocating on 
strategic issues 

15 in phase 1 15 additional in 
phase 2 5 

Number of instances 
of influence 
addressing 
structural/systemic 
challenges related to 
local good 
governance in 
national/local 
regulatory framework 
and practice 

5 changes or adoption 
of regulatory 

framework and 6 
strategic lawsuits 

(Phase 1) 

At least 5 cases in 
Phase 2 In progress 

 
 

Coalition Move for Tirana (Lëviz për Tiranën)  
 
On March 4th, 2020, Qendresa Qytetare, Citizens Channel, Institute for 
Counselling and Management, and STEPS Centre (grantees of CfA 6), 
concretized joint efforts by forming the Coalition "Move for Tirana" to 
maximize the results of their work to improve the quality of life of 
Tirana citizens by coordinating for a more transparent, accountable 
and citizen-oriented local government16. 
 
Agreement of collaboration in Saranda 
 
On February 20, 2020 Movement for Development of Tourism Ksamil (Lëvizja për Zhvillin e Turizmit 
Ksamil) and Initiative of Flowers (Nisma e Luleve), two grantee organizations operating in the 
Municipality of Saranda, signed a Memorandum of Understanding in which they commit to 
collaborate and support each other in the implementation of their projects with LevizAlbania and to 
advocate together for environmental protection.17  
 
 
Joint efforts on a survey to assess needs and identify families in need during COVID 19 crisis  
 
On March 30, 2020 LevizAlbania invited grantees engaged in working with different groups in need, 
to contribute to an initiative that identified more than 1,300 people / families in need and create a 

 
16 https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3125211507704725  
17 https://www.facebook.com/549082901897597/videos/288782918926966 
https://www.facebook.com/549082901897597/videos/214684332853301  

https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3125211507704725
https://www.facebook.com/549082901897597/videos/288782918926966
https://www.facebook.com/549082901897597/videos/214684332853301
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bridge of communication between them and the respective Municipalities (at least 15), to facilitate 
the provision of assistance to these persons. The identification of persons and needs was done 
through an on-line questionnaire prepared by different organizations and activists and in coordination 
with OSFA18. LevizAlbania grantees joined these efforts and the information was submitted to 15 
municipalities. 
 
Joint position of CSOs and activists engaged at local level for transparency and citizen participation  
 
On April 29, 2020 more than 30 LevizAlbania’s 
grantees engaged in a joint declaration to call on 
local government authorities to: guarantee the 
transparent functioning of the municipal 
structures; use appropriate tools to guarantee 
transparency in management of municipal 
processes and budgets; implement the principle of 
open meetings for the public, for all discussions and 
decisions taken by the Municipal Councils; continue 
to hold public consultations, and ensure effective 
participation of citizens; exercise the right to 
information; involve civil society in decision-making 
processes, providing and guaranteeing effective partnerships. The joint declaration19 was supported 
by other NGOs and activists. 
 
Joint petition for accessibility of public transport 
 
Qendresa Qytetare, Together Foundation and Steps 
Centre, 3 grantees from CfA6, joined their efforts to 
coordinate a petition of 75 citizens with disabilities 
and to send it to the Tirana Local Council. The 
petition demands: (i) posting of itineraries, bus 
schedules and display of visual and audio 
information of stations and along the bus trip 
making them accessible to hearing / sight impaired people; (ii) Equipping new line buses in Tirana with 
ramps, adding ramps on existing buses and training public transport staff to assist, access and create 
conditions for people with disabilities to use public transport; (iii) improving the infrastructure in the 
bus stations of urban lines in Tirana to create access for people with disabilities20. 
  

 
18 https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/albaniacovid19  
19 https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3182611821964693  
20 https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3271590029733538  

https://qytetarin.com/index.php/2020/07/23/rritja-e-aksesueshmerise-se-personave-me-aftesi-te-kufizuar-ne-mjetet-e-transportit-publik-ne-bashkine-tirane/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/albaniacovid19
https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3182611821964693
https://www.facebook.com/qendreseqytetare/posts/3271590029733538
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3. Outputs and performance 
 

Output 1.1. 
49 action-oriented grants were awarded through transparent, competitive and impartial processes 

and are currently being implemented country wide by diverse local civic actors 
 

Table 3. Logframe indicators for Output 1.1 

Hierarchy of objectives/ 
Strategy of Intervention  Indicator 

Baseline 
value 

Phase 1 

Target for 
Phase 2 

Achieved / 
Progress Y1 

Output 1.1 
Demand-driven interventions (Action 
grants, CAI, RR, Strategic grants) are 
awarded and are successfully 
implemented country-wide by 
diverse local civic actors. 

Number of grants 
awarded 

166 out of which 
108 NPOs & 58 

individuals plus 9 
RR  

At least 120 
(100 NPOs / 

informal groups 
and 20 CAI) and 

12 RR 

49 grants 
 

40 CfA 6  
23 NPO 

6 IG  
11 CAI  

(out of which 10 
IND and 1 IG) 

 
9 RR 

 
Percent (number) 
of municipalities 
covered 

56 58  32 

Percent of funds 
directed to 
initiatives outside 
Tirana  

56% At least 56% 76% 

 
 
CfA 6 and the deployment of the RR were key to accomplish progress in terms of Demand-driven 
interventions awarded and implemented country-wide by diverse local civic actors. 40 grants were 
awarded to 23 NPOs, 10 individuals and 7 informal groups in the frame of CfA 6, while 9 other grants 
were awarded under the RR instrument. 
 
Call for Applications No. 6 
 
Through this call for applications and with the objective to empower and enable local civic actors to 
demand better local governance, LevizAlbania invited NPOs, informal groups and individuals who are 
active actors of change in their community to apply to its grant scheme. 21 
 

• 379 valid applications received and scored  
• 121 ideas presented by applicants to the Grants Board during open Idea Competitions 
• 63 conditionally approved applicants invited to prepare full project proposals 
• 40 awarded projects 

 
 

 
 
 

 
21 A detailed description of the activities conducted under this output can be found in Annex 1. The CfA6 Report describes in detail the 
procedure followed, the steps and key elements of the grant giving process in the framework of the CfA6 from its preparation and all through 
the awarding of the 40 grants of CfA6. It also provides an analysis of the thematic and geographical distribution of applicants and grantees 
at each step of the grant-giving process. 
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Figure 2. Directions of Call for Applications No. 6 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Information on the 40 winning projects 
• 17 projects focus on demanding the improvement of different local public services. 
• 7 projects aim to influence local priority setting in favour of community and/or different 

vulnerable groups. 
• 5 projects intend to address environmental issues at local level. 
• 11 projects will focus on addressing different issues related to local democracy such as: 

o Budget transparency 
o Improvement of the Local Development Plans 
o Enforcing consumer rights 
o Improve gender representation in the local decision-making structures at community level 

• Fair balance representation in terms of geography, gender and origin of grantees. 
 

Table 4. Thematic orientation of CfA No.6 winning projects, according to expected result 
Expected Result  # projects 

Improve local public services  17 
General 3 
Neighbourhood infrastructure 3 
Cycling infrastructure 2 
Waste management 2 
Public libraries 2 
Street lighting 1 
Local housing program 1 
Cultural and creative public spaces 1 
Public transportation 1 
Social services to prevent and address sexual violence 1 

Influence local priority setting in favour of community and/or vulnerable groups 7 
Youth 3 
Community 1 
Women livestock breeders 1 
Elderly 1 
People with disabilities 1 

Address environmental issues 5 
Other issues related to local democracy 11 
Total number of projects 40 

 
 

Strengthening civic 
activism to influence 
priority setting and 
decision making 
processes at local 
level

Direction 
1 Promoting 

transparency and 
accountability of local 
government

Direction 
2 Community Action, 

targeting active 
citizens demanding 
solution of concrete 
problems from local 
governments

Direction 
3

NPOs and Informal 
Groups 

NPOs and Informal 
Groups 

Individuals and 
Informal Groups 
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Figure 3. Geography, gender and origin of grantees CfA 6 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rapid Response 
 
RR instrument is a type of grant that allows possibility to react on specific arising causes with public 
interest, thus increasing the flexibility of LevizAlbania interventions to tackle opportunities that fall 
outside the normal call for grants cycle.  
During the reporting period, LevizAlbania readapted this instrument in two occasions to respond to 
the emergencies created by the earthquake of November 26, 2019 and COVID-1922. Part of the 
remaining funds of CfA6 were reallocated to support RR, making possible that a total 9 RR grants were 
awarded, surpassing the 3 planned projects to be awarded during the first year. 

 
Figure 4. RR instrument projects at a glance  

  

 
22 https://www.facebook.com/LevizAlbania/posts/1614202785385598  

RR  1. Stop the HydroCentral power plant in the 
National Park Lurë-Mali i Dejës

2. Advocacy for service provision to children and 
families affected by the earthquake

3. Volunteering and action to protect medical 
staff of the primary health care system through 
the 3D printing of face shield masks

4. Volunteering and action to mitigate 
psychological consequences of confinement

5. Support people with hearing impairement to 
access information 

6. Implementation and standarization of 
teletherapy in Albania 

7. Civic contribution and coordination for 
mitigating the economical impact of the 
pandemic  

8. Advocacy to review the local budgets in 
support of families in need of housing

9. Incetivize volunteering and solidarity  for 
mitigating the economical impact of the 
pandemic  

Period: March -
April 2020

73 applications
7 approved 

projects

RR dedicated 
COVID-19

Period:
December 2019 

- March 2020
35 applications

1 approved 
project

RR dedicated 
earthquake

Period: 
November-
December 2019
5 applications
1 approved 
project

RR call opened

9 RR projects in 
Fushe Arrez, 
Lushnje, Mat, 

Elbasan, 
Pogradec and 

Tirana

3 national 
projects

5 out of 9 led by 
women and girls

18 projects being
implemented by 

organizations, 
informal groups or 

individuals from 
Tirana
45%

The 40 projects 
cover 31

municipalities. 
2 national projects

19 projects led by 
women and girls 
(contact person)

48%

https://www.facebook.com/LevizAlbania/posts/1614202785385598
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Civil Society rapidly responded in times of crisis: concrete examples  
 

An improved public service provision for families affected by the earthquake in Tirana23 
 
A group of 35 parents with 22 school aged children living in Tirana Administrative Unit Nr. 2 and whose homes 
were severely damaged by the earthquake on November 26th, 2019 were supported by the Women’s Democracy 
Network (WDN) to bring to the Municipality’s attention some of their immediate needs. Mobilized and 
supported by WDN, the group requested a more holistic approach from different local public and non-public 
service providers in the aftermath of the earthquake. WDN worked closely with the Administrator of the 
Administrative Unit Nr. 2, as well the responsible staff for social welfare, child protection, urban infrastructure, 
social housing. The project achieved the following: Out of 21 families, 17 received the social bonus, a support 
program of monthly rent for 12 months supported by the Municipality of Tirana. Out of 21 families in the 
program, 15 families applied for the national housing reconstruction program, a program that is in process by 
the Albanian government. Furthermore, the project informed 21 families about the soft loan program offered 
by the Municipality of Tirana and began the process to apply. The projects achieved these results through 
cooperative advocacy, close collaboration and an agreement that the organization it-self would do their part in 
supporting these families through incorporating children in after-school activities and the organization of a 
positive parenting workshop. 
 
An improved service provision for people with disabilities in times of crisis24 
 
100 children with special needs, mainly Down Syndrome, received tele therapy based on a multi-disciplinary 
newly developed model that standardizes the tele therapy practice in Albania. During the lock-down period to 
prevent further spread of COVID-19 in Albania, thousands of people living with a disability such as Down 
Syndrome, epilepsy, speech delay, encephalopathy, etc., found themselves at home without being able to 
receive appropriate attention. The Jonathan Centre worked closely with a group of professionals to pilot and 
standardize tele-therapy in Albania as a professional intervention in times of crisis and for distance services. 
They have compiled and published a reference base of tele-therapy application indicators and models (speech, 
development and counselling). Different organizations from Albania and the region have approached the 
Jonathan Centre to request more information and assistance so they can use the model and replicate it with 
their specific target groups.  
 
 

Output 1.2. 
50% of grantees utilize media as an advocacy tool and collaborate with journalists to advocate for 

improved local democracy. 
 

Table 5. Logframe indicators for Output 1.2 

Hierarchy of objectives/ 
Strategy of Intervention  Indicator 

Baseline 
value 

Phase 1 

Target for 
Phase 2 Achieved Y1 

Output 1.2 
NPOs and activists supported by 
LevizAlbania utilize media and 
collaborate with journalists to 
advocate for improved local 
democracy. 

Percent of grantees 
that make use of media 
as an advocacy tool 

40% 50% 50% 

Number of journalists/ 
media organizations 
included in supported 
projects 

19 20 5 

 

 
23 Project: Supportive intervention and after-school for children affected by the earthquake; Grantee: Women’s Democracy Network; Area 
of Implementation: Municipality of Tirana. 
24 Project: A tele-therapy model for Albania; Grantee: Jonathan Centre; Area of Implementation: National. 

http://downsyndromealbania.com/arkive/Udhezuesi_i_Teleterapise_ne_Shqiperi.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2BnOKm5CwWCowyNLn7Ui4jtu6KnjdF9a1NowjxYW_iebkWom0bcpjro70
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LevizAlbania supported civic actors to enhance their use of media as a tool for improved local 
democracy.  This means grantees have been using media that key local decision-makers pay attention 
to in order to influence them to support an issue.  
 

Box 1. How did LevizAlbania promote further use of media by grantees as an advocacy tool? 
In enhancing the role of media, LevizAlbania promoted collaboration of local journalist with civic 
actors. LevizAlbania guided Grantees of CfA6 to consider in their full project proposals the use of 
media as advocacy tool. In addition, LevizAlbania conducted an online Training/Coaching session for 
individuals and informal groups awarded in CfA6 on the use of alternative methods and instruments 
for communication in pandemic and social distancing times. Continuous mentoring and coaching were 
provided to the grantees in the use of innovative and creative instruments such as info graphs, fact-
sheets, digital products, etc. to spread the voice of their results and achievements, but also as a way 
to advocate for their causes supporting an improved local democracy.25 In order to bridge the gap 
between journalists and other civic actors, and to incentivize their collaboration and joint action on 
concrete issues, one thematic workshop was organized with participation of NPOs, journalists, local 
media representatives and activists. The workshop aimed to:  1) encourage the debate on the role of 
civil society and the media in community advocacy efforts; 2) explore interactive platforms between 
the media and civil society;  3) identify issues, good examples and new ways of interaction and 
coordination between civil society and the media; and 4) promote further knowledge of grant 
recipients on elements of media use as a means of advocacy. 26 
 
Some of the experiences and specific contribution of journalists and organizations with a focus on 
media as grantees of Cf A6 are worth mentioning:  
 
Spartak Dikellari is a journalist implementing the project “We protect the lake from waste pollution” 
in Pogradec.  One of its main achievements so far has been the use of local media to raise awareness 
of a wider audience and draw the attention of local authorities to the problem he is trying to address. 
7 small rivers (streams) flow into the waters of Lake Pogradec throughout the lake line from Lin-
Pogradec-Tushemisht. These streams, in addition to lacking basic infrastructure, are polluted by urban 
waste dumped by residents of nearby villages as well as by alluvium that in times of rain end up in the 
lake, polluting it. This problem is a result of the dumping of waste by the population and the lack of 
care by the local government to clean it or to make the population aware of not dumping it. The 
purpose of this project is lobbying and advocacy to the Municipality of Pogradec to put in every river 
or stream that flows into the lake dams made out of net to stop the discharge of waste into the lake. 
In addition, the project aims the sensitization and awareness of the inhabitants to stop the pollution 
of these rivers. Being a journalist by profession and his current professional engagement has been key 
to achieve media coverage with the potential to draw the attention of local authorities and raise 
awareness of the overall population on the necessary measures to solve the issue. So far, the media 
coverage of the issue has been done through a chronicle “Pogradec for a lake free of waste” which 
was produced and transmitted by the media outlets Pogradeci News and Televizioni SOT7 and through 
social media.  
 
Dritan Kurti is a journalist implementing the project “Community Advocacy” in the Municipality of 
Klos. He has achieved to improve waste collection practices of the municipality in the rural village Suç. 
Klos local authorities have placed 7 rubbish bins around the village. Dritan and the working group 
worked in raising the awareness of the village inhabitants on issues related to the lack of waste 
collection service and the negative impact on the environment. Before the project, waste from this 
village ended up in the Mat River and the Ulza Lake. The municipality was willing to address the issue, 
however they did not have the necessary financial resources to implement this service. As a result of 
the awareness raising activities, the inhabitants agreed to pay a fee for waste collection service. After 

 
25 See Annex 3 for detailed information on the Use of Media as an Advocacy tool. 
26 See Annex 1 for detailed description of Activities. 

https://www.facebook.com/549082901897597/videos/579723822925078
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cegBOd-zoc
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submitting a petition to the municipality from the inhabitants of the village, not only have the rubbish 
bins been placed but also it is expected that the waste collection will be conducted periodically. Dritan 
worked with the local media outlet “Mat TV” to support his awareness raising and advocacy activities.  
So far, 2 out of 5 chronicles on the issue have been aired. 
 
 

Output 1.3 
83 young activists capacitated and supported to strengthen their relation with their local 

communities and to act to improve local governance 
 

Table 6. Logframe indicators for Output 1.3  
Hierarchy of 
objectives/  
Strategy of 

Intervention   

Indicator  
Baseline  

value  
Phase 1  

Target for 
Phase 2  Achieved Y1  

Output 1.3  
Youth activism in 
decision making 
is supported 
through 
strengthened 
relations 
between youth 
and local 
communities to 
improve local 
governance.  

Number of Youth Camps held to 
increase the capacities of 500 
youngsters on democracy and good 
governance  

5  
24 Youth Camps, 
500 youngsters 

attending  

4 Youth Camps,  
83 youngsters attending  

(59 young women and 24 young 
men) 

Number of supported small–scale 
community projects developed and 
implemented by capacitated 
youngsters’ groups  

0  24  4  

Number of young people, local 
decision makers, MPs, city councils’ 
members participating in “Youth 
Speak” event   

0  300  0  

  
“Youth Movement – A New Page for Local Communities”, implemented by Partners Albania (PA)  
 
Youth Movement aims to mobilize youth across different cities in Albania through educating 
youngsters with the sense of volunteering, activism and responsibility, raising their skills and 
capacities, as well as strengthening the relation between youth and local communities for a stronger 
democracy. During the reporting period, 4 Youth Camps were organized in 2 cities (Vlora and Shkodra) 
with 83 youngsters taking part. In each of the 4 -day Youth Camps, youngsters participating were 
trained in different topics (3 training days) such as Local Self-government in Albania and its functions; 
Community Mobilization and Participation processes and techniques; Project Proposal Writing and 
Management; Fundraising processes and tools and Public Speaking and Digital Marketing. During the 
last day, groups of youngsters presented before a jury different initiative prepared throughout the 
trainings. The jury of professionals in each Youth Camp - composed of representatives of local 
government, NGOs and schools - selected in total 4 winning ideas which were implemented and 
supported.27  
 
Youth groups created, advocated and lobbied with the respective municipalities in Vlora and Shkodra, 
signing MoUs for the implementation and sustainability of the actions. The presence of LGs during the 
implementation of the local actions were a good response in support of the project. As a follow up of 
the lobbying process, Municipality of Vlora assigned May 29th as the "Community Activism Day", while 
each year the youngsters will be invited by Vlora municipality to decide on the theme of the actions 
and be part of it. Meanwhile, the advocating group of youngsters in Shkodra, will have a continuous 
support from the IT Department of Shkodra Municipality for the maintenance and updating of the 
Book-Map-Platform.  

 
27 Youth Movement conducted information sessions, prepared and finalized the capacity building modules, organized the Youth Camps and 
supported the winning initiatives. A detailed description of the activities can be found in Annex 1.  

https://www.facebook.com/LevizAlbania/posts/1760009604138248
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Figure 5. Initiatives implemented in the frame of Youth Movement 

 
 
With regard to 2 Youth Camps planned to be conducted in Durres, these had to be postponed due to 
the earthquake and COVID-19 situations. In March 2020 the Ministry of Education closed all 
educational institutions and consequently these Youth Camps and the Youth Speak Event were 
rescheduled. The postponement of the Youth Camps did not affect the sustainability of the action, 
due to a careful planning and implementation of the events. 
 
 
 

Output 2.1 
Evidence-based monitoring reports and citizens perceptions measurement Instruments on LGUs 

governance and service provision are in progress to be made public 
 
 

Table 7. Logframe indicators for Output 2.1  

Hierarchy of objectives/  
Strategy of Intervention   Indicator  

Baseline  
value  

Phase 1  

Target for 
Phase 2  Achieved Y1  

Output 2.1: Evidence-based 
monitoring reports and Citizens 
perceptions measurement 
Instruments on LGUs governance 
and service provision are 
prepared and made public for the 
use of civil society actors.  

Number of published 
monitoring reports and 
Citizens’ perceptions surveys 
on LGUs governance and 
service provision supported 
by LevizAlbania   

15  9  In progress  

 
 
Survey on Citizens Perception on Social Services, implemented by Co-PLAN 
 
As a complementary initiative to the Platform “Financat Vendore”, Co-PLAN will be undertaking a 
survey on Citizens Perception on local public service delivery to factor a qualitative assessment of 
public service delivery by citizens and analyse it in the light of the data on expenditures in each 
municipality. The progress under this output will be undertaken in the following reporting periods. 

Radio "Oso Kuka" promoted activism of young 
people in Shkodra contributing to information, 

education, promotion of talents and involvement in 
community initiatives through radio

Highschool "Oso Kuka"

"Let's Clean Up the Soda Forest!" mobilized youth 
to conduct an awareness campaign on 

environmental issues, promotion of community 
engagement, volunteer work, and cooperation with 
local stakeholders in 4 cleaning actions in the Soda 

Forest, Vlora
Highschool "Jani Minga"

"All Together for the improvement of the 
conditions of the premises of Ibrahim Kushta 
School" mobilized local youth and the wider 

community to contribute for the improvement of 
school premises and increased solidarity, as a good  

model to be replicated in other schools
Highschool  "Ali Demi"

"Book Map" is a website developed by and for 
Shkodra youth which maps the location of books 
throughout the public and private libraries in the 

municipality
Highschool "28 of November"

Increased youth activism and 
stregthened relations 

between youth and local 
communities
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The preparation of the methodology for the annual survey on citizen perceptions on local services is 
currently in process. A preliminary draft has been produced and is under assessment.28  
 
 
 

Output 2.2 
2 Local Legal Centres provided legal support to enable civil society actors to take legal actions 

towards improving local governance in the fields of primary health care, environment, consumer 
protection, as well as service delivery at local and regional level 

 
 

Table 8. Logframe indicators for Output 2.2 

Hierarchy of objectives/ 
Strategy of Intervention  Indicator 

Baseline 
value 

Phase 1 

Target for 
Phase 2 

Achieved Y1 

Output 2.2: 
Local Law Centres provide 
legal support for 
communities and enable 
civil society actors to take 
legal action to improve local 
governance in the fields of 
primary health care, 
environment, consumer 
protection, as well as the 
improvement of services 
provided by the local and 
regional government 
institutions. 

Number of cases 
receiving primary and 
secondary legal 
assistance 

primary legal aid in 
470 cases and 
secondary legal aid 
in 89 cases during 
Phase 1 

600 
citizens/year 
primary legal 
assistance; 100 
cases/year 
secondary legal 
assistance 

761 citizens* 
 received primary 

legal assistance and 
20 cases of 

secondary legal 
assistance 

Number of strategic 
cooperation with 
CSOs and activists at 
the local and/or 
regional level with 
regard to decision 
making and/or public 
services  

6 strategic litigation 
cases started in 

Phase 1  

3 strategic 
interventions in 

Phase 2 

7 on-going (two from 
previous phase and 5 

new cases) 

* Updated as per the latest progress report from Legal Clinics 
 
• The Legal Clinics in Durres and Shkodra provided primary legal assistance in 761 cases in total, out 

of which in 501 cases the legal assistance was provided through the online platform Juristionline.al 
and secondary legal assistance in 20 new cases.  

• The Legal Clinics are working with 145 primary legal assistance cases and 70 secondary legal 
assistance cases registered during the first phase of LevizAlbania (September 2017-May 2019). 

• The Legal Clinics are providing legal assistance in following 7 strategic collective/litigation cases in 
collaboration with local and national CSOs. They are organizing one advocacy campaign and 
several legal education campaigns. 

• The Legal Clinics have mobilized the communities in Mat, Kamëz, Durrës (Porto Romano, Spitallë 
and Kënetë) and Fier to advocate for their problems and to address to local public institutions and 
in court cases where services provided by the local government were not according to law. 

• Legal Clinics have been the only instrument providing free legal assistance during period of the 
state of natural disaster when all the other Legal Centres closed the offices and suspended their 
activities, while the Legal Clinics continued to provide legal consultation by using the online 
platform www.juristionline.al. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
28 Due to the implementation of the “Local Governance Mapping in Albania” from UNDP, the implementation of the survey has been 
postponed to avoid overlapping between the projects. 

http://www.juristionline.al/
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Box 2. Strategic litigation on issues of high public interest in the benefit of local communities 
 

i. HydroPower Projects (HPPs) Sekë and Zais in Zall Gjoçaj, Mat 
Two HPPs are being built in the Mat River, in breach of the environmental law and other legal acts. The main 
breach relates to the fact that a big part of the project is being developed inside a protected area, which is the 
National Park “Dea Lure” and in lack of consultations with the local residents. The legal assistance was requested 
by the residents that live in the villages near the territory where HPPS are planned to be built. After a judicial 
process initiated by the local residents with the request for interim measures being rejected, and after reviewing 
the documents, the Legal Clinic decided to initiate a new judicial process with the aim to ensure a court decision 
on the suspension of the construction works (interim measures). The Legal Clinic has been assisted by three 
private experts who evaluated and defined the possible damages that the construction of the HPPs will cause in 
the environment and the river waters.  After preparing all the necessary documents, the lawsuit and a request 
for provisional measures were deposited in January 2020.  The Administrative Court of First Instance rejected 
the request for provisional measures. The decision that rejected the request for provisional measures was 
appealed at the Administrative Court of Appeal. After several court sessions, the procedures were suspended 
for three months due to the pandemic. In June the court reopened and decided to reject our claims presented 
with the lawsuit, despite accepting that there were several irregularities and infringements, but argued that 
these cannot cause absolute invalidity of the procedure. The final decision of the Administrative Court of First 
Instance was appealed at the Administrative Court of Appeal. The court hearings were followed by the journalists 
and TV-s and the lawyers gave several interviews in television and social media. Given the fact that the involved 
public authorities have confirmed that the HPPs are being built in a protected area, on behalf of the involved 
citizens, the Legal Clinic addressed a petition to the Ministry of Tourism and Environment (MTE), requesting to 
take all the necessary measures to implement the law on protected areas. The MTE has not yet responded to 
this request. After the expiration of the legal deadline the Legal Clinic lawyers will evaluate the possibility to file 
a new lawsuit. The Durrës Legal Clinic has also assisted the Zall Gjoçaj community in their civic resistance.  
ii. The Private Houses in the Port of Durrës 
Four families from Durrës have been granted a house through a Council of Ministers Decision in 1994 in the Port 
of Durrës. The Municipality and the Privatizations Public Entity should have finished the privatization procedures, 
but despite the long time passed this issue has not been resolved. After the administrative investigation resulted 
that the only way the right of property could be recognized for the families was by a decision of the Durres 
Municipality Council. Taking in consideration that there is no legal tool to oblige the institution to take this 
decision the Legal Clinic decided to submit a lawsuit with the object to obtain the ownership through 
prescription. The Durres District Court planned to hold the first court hearing by the begging of April 2020, but 
it was postponed due to courts’ suspension. The new court hearing is planned by the end of July 2020.  
iii. The Drainage Channel in Spitallë Durrës 
In Spitallë, in the Municipality of Durrës, there is a drainage channel more than 2 km long, which during the last 
20 years has degraded because of the lack of investments and of the illegal buildings in this neighbourhood. This 
case was addressed by a citizen worried about the pollution the channel causes in the area, since it is widely 
used by the residents as a waste disposal and sewage discharge. The citizen that referred the case also pretended 
that there has been a deviation in the Drainage Channel, which often causes flooding. The Legal Clinic addressed 
an information request to the Municipality of Durrës about the plan to rehabilitate this channel. According to 
the Municipality’s response it has been approved a rehabilitation project for this channel. The first phase of the 
implementation of the project has already finished and the construction work for the second and third phase 
should start in a short time. The Legal Clinic is following the issue.  
iv. The Legalization of the palace in the neighbourhood “Kodër Vila”, Durrës 
The resident of a palace in “Kodër Vila” Durrës cannot register their apartments, because the building company 
has applied for legalization, but since several years they do not have any contact with the administrator of the 
company. The Legal Clinic offered legal information about the residents’ rights and drafted a collective request 
submitted to the legalization agency.  
v. The Case of the “Gu-Al” Company building built in Kamëz 
The case was addressed by the paralegals of the Legal Clinic in Kamëz. More than 20 citizens who bought 
immovable property at one of the palaces built by “Gu-Al” Company were informed by a bailiff office that all 
their properties were used as collateral at a mortgage contract with a bank in Albania. They were requested to 
leave the properties, or they would be forcibly evicted. After reviewing the documents and several meetings 
with the citizens, 11 of them requested to be represented by the Legal Clinic in the judicial process. The lawsuit 
is deposited at the Tirana District Court. The appointed judge delivered to the Legal Clinic the Defence Statement 
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deposited at the court from the Bank, and requested from the Clinic all the evidences. A date for the first hearing 
session is expected from the Court.  
vi. Opposing the Building of the Waste Incinerator in Fier 
The case was addressed by AKIP and the Legal Clinic offered primary and secondary legal assistance by The Legal 
Clinic legally representing in court 8 residents of a village, who were opposing the building of the Fier’s 
Incinerator. The case was followed by the journalists and the lawyers gave several interviews in television and 
social media. In June 2019, the Administrative Court of First Instance, delivered its resolution by dismissing the 
lawsuit. The Legal Clinic drafted the Appeal and a request for the acceleration of the judicial procedures which 
was accepted by the Administrative Court of Appeal. A hearing is expected to be scheduled by the Administrative 
Court of Appeal. 
vii. The Approval of the Council of Ministers Decision about OSHEE’s Clients in Need  
The law on electricity supply defines specific facilities for citizens that belong to categories in need. Despite the 
fact that the law was approved in 2015, the respective decision of the Council of Ministers is not yet approved. 
The Legal Clinic follows this issue periodically, by sending several information requests to the relevant ministries 
and is still expecting for the response.   
viii. The drainage channel in Kënetë, Durrës 
The Durrës Legal Clinic was informed of this problem from a PortaVendore’s article. The Legal Clinic sent several 
information requests to the relevant public authorities. The information gathered showed that the main 
problem is Durrës Municipality inaction, having the duty to approve a drainage rehabilitation project. If the 
project was developed by Durrës Municipality, then the National Agency of Water Supply, Sewerage and Waste 
Infrastructure could take on the realization of the project. A collective petition was sent to Durrës Municipality 
to request the development of this project. The Legal Clinic cooperated with the “Durrësi Aktiv” local CSO to 
address the issue through advocacy and legal actions. The resignation of the mayor caused a lot of difficulties, 
obstacles and delays in Durrës Municipality activity, including the lack of response to consecutive petitions sent 
by the Legal Clinic regarding the issue. From time to time this area faces the problem of waste incineration in 
the waste bins, sometimes by municipality employees. The Legal Clinic sent petition to the Environment 
Inspectorate and to the public company responsible for waste management in Durrës, sending photos and 
videos of the infringements. The episodes have stopped and the company has sent a written response stating 
that relevant measures have been taken to stop their recur in the future.  
ix. The case of ‘Plepat e Brukes‘, Laknas 
In February 2020, the Legal Clinic started following in court the case addressed by more than 40 residents of 
Kamëz against a business project, which will completely and irreversibly damage a public forest. The forest is 
planted during the last 50 years by local residents who are cooperating to maintain it. The court has taken 
provisional measures by suspending the construction works. It is expected that the Administrative Court of 
Appeal decides about the Appeal presented by the company against the decisions for provisional measures.  
x. Lack of medication in Shkodra Regional Hospital 
The Legal Clinic in Shkodra was informed on June 9, 2020 about the lack of medication in the Cabinet of Palliative 
Care and Chemotherapy in Shkodra Regional Hospital. The Legal Clinic’s lawyers submitted a request to the 
Ministry of Health and Social Affairs requesting to supply the Shkodra Regional Hospital the medicament 
Oxaliplatine and if this was not possible in a short time, it was requested to provide the medicament at the 
University Hospital Center QSUT. A few days after receiving the request, the Ministry of Health and Social 
Protection sent a response to the Legal Clinic informing that the problem was solved by supplying the 
medicament from QSUT to the Shkodra Regional Hospital. The patients who are treated in the Regional Hospital 
of Shkodra now have the opportunity to benefit from the service without the need to travel to Tirana.   
 
Legal Clinics responding to the natural emergencies: 
 
The Legal Clinics provided legal information to the citizens affected by the earthquake of November 26, 2019. In 
particular, the Legal Clinic in Durres drafted several legal information briefings related to: Temporary housing in 
accommodation structures, Suspension and termination of utility contracts, Entrepreneurship/Purchase 
Contracts rights. The information was disseminated through social networks and also through field visits in the 
hotels in Durres where the persons affected by the earthquake have been sheltered and in accommodation 
structures in Thumanë. 
 
The Legal Clinic in Durrës drafted several legal information briefings related to the state of natural disaster due 
to the pandemic emergency and the legal and economic measures taken by the government. 
1. The suspension of the judicial bailiff, mediation and bankruptcy administrator’s services;  

https://www.facebook.com/klinikateligjitosfa/photos/a.146422256041080/471357403547562/
https://www.facebook.com/klinikateligjitosfa/photos/a.146422256041080/471357403547562/
https://www.facebook.com/klinikateligjitosfa/photos/a.146422256041080/441397656543537/
https://www.facebook.com/klinikateligjitosfa/photos/a.146422256041080/447614285921874/
https://www.facebook.com/klinikateligjitosfa/photos/a.146422256041080/447614285921874/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-mbi-aktin-normativ-qe-rregullon-veprimtarine-e-sherbimit-permbarimor-gjyqesor-ndermjetesimit-dhe-procedurave-te-falimentimit-gjate-epidemise-se-covid-19/
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2. The movement restriction of the Albanian citizens;  
3. The amnesty of the administrative sanctions imposed during the period of natural disaster;  
4. Synopsis of the local authorities competences during the period of natural disaster; 
5. Special administrative measures during the period of natural disaster; 
6. Technical control and taxes for the vehicles in the Republic of Albania during the period of natural disaster; 
7. Temporary at home stay of convicts, during the period of natural disaster; 
8. The Normative Act that regulated the judicial activity during the period of natural disaster; 
9. The Decision of the Council of Ministers for taking measures to provide in house assistance to the persons 

in need during the period of natural disaster; 
10. The two financial assistance packages approved by the Council of Ministers related to the procedures, 

documentation and the aid level to be received by the current employees and those dismissed as a result 
of COVID-19. (2) 

 
All legal information briefings are posted on Juristionline.  
 
 
 

Output 2.3 
79%* of grantees accessed different exchange, networking, and coaching opportunities aiming to 
better influence local policies and decision-making 
 

Table 9. Logframe indicators for Output 2.3 
Hierarchy of 
objectives/ 
Strategy of 

Intervention  

Indicator 
Baseline 

value 
Phase 1 

Target for 
Phase 2 Achieved Y1 

Output 2.3 
Exchange, 
networking, and 
coaching 
opportunities for civic 
actors (NPOs and 
individuals) to better 
influencing local 
policies and decision-
making are increased. 

Number of thematic 
sessions to increase 
networking and exchanges 
between LevizAlbania 
grantees  

12 24 

3 thematic networking sessions 
22 grantees 
13 women, 9 men 
(16 NPOs, 6 IND) 
 
+2 training sessions 

Percent of LevizAlbania 
grantees coached by 
Partners Albania 

35% 70% 
35% of CfA 6 grantees  
assisted to overcome  

implementation challenges 
Number of individuals 
under CAI, coached and 
mentored 

N.A. 20 10 

* 39 out of 49 grantees during year 1 (CfA 6 +RR). 23 grantees participating in training sessions and 16 grantees coached. 
 
Increased networking, synergy, and advocacy effectiveness of LevizAlbania grantees, implemented by 
Partners Albania 
 
This component aims to increase networking and exchanges among LevizAlbania grantees to achieve joint 
results and ensure the amplification of the impact of their implemented initiatives.  The intervention is focused 
on two pillars: networking sessions and individual coaching provided by Partners Albania.  
 
During the reporting period, PA conducted 3 on-line networking sessions attended by 22 beneficiaries. 
Participants presented their individual interventions, discussed on main achievements and challenges during the 
action and explored networking possibilities which might contribute to a greater impact of the actions. Following 
the Thematic Networking Sessions, PA prepared a detailed plan of assistance for all grantees expressing interest 
on individual coaching sessions. 32 days of on-line coaching sessions were provided to 16 grantees of CfA 6.  
These sessions were focused on providing information on community participation and communication tools 
and techniques, development and implementation of advocacy plans and preparation of official invitation forms; 
Memorandums of Understanding, petition forms to be addressed to local government representatives, etc.  
 
Main results of the assistance provided by PA consist in:  

https://juristionline.al/informacion-i-perditesuar-lidhur-me-kufizimin-e-lirise-se-levizjes-ne-republiken-e-shqiperise/
https://juristionline.al/kompetencat-e-njesive-te-veteqeverisjes-vendore-ne-kuader-te-situates-se-gjendjes-se-fatkeqesise-natyrore-te-shkaktuar-nga-covid-19/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-per-masat-e-vecanta-administrative-gjate-kohezgjatjes-se-periudhes-te-epidemise-se-shkaktuar-nga-covid-19/
https://klinikateligjit.al/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Informacion-per-pezullimin-e-sherbimeve-te-DPSHTRR.pdf
https://juristionline.al/informacion-per-qendrimin-e-perkohshem-ne-shtepi-te-te-denuarve-per-shkak-te-epidemise-se-shkaktuar-nga-covid-19/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-per-veprimtarine-gjyqesore-gjate-covid-19/
https://juristionline.al/ofrimi-i-asistences-ne-banese-ndaj-shtresave-ne-nevoje-per-shkak-te-epidemise-se-shkaktuar-nga-covid-19/
https://juristionline.al/ofrimi-i-asistences-ne-banese-ndaj-shtresave-ne-nevoje-per-shkak-te-epidemise-se-shkaktuar-nga-covid-19/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-per-perftimin-e-ndihmes-financiare-nga-punemarresit/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-per-perftimin-e-ndihmes-financiare-nga-punemarresit/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-per-perftimin-e-ndihmes-financiare-nga-punemarresit/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-per-perfitimin-e-ndihmes-financiare-per-shkak-te-epidemise-se-shkaktuar-nga-covid-19/
https://juristionline.al/informacion-i-pergjithshem/
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- 5 LevizAlbania grantees (CSOs/fellows) were introduced and assisted to develop advocacy plans with 

regards to their actions; 
- Strengthening the networking among LevizAlbania grantees (CSOs/fellows) at local level. 3 networks 

of local CSOs/fellows in Durres, Elbasan and Tirana expressed their willingness to act as a network with 
regards to their advocacy actions, but they lack the know-how. PA provided assistance on how to 
organize future meetings, channels of information sharing, and other topics of interest;  

- Introducing examples of MoUs with Municipalities about Participatory Budgeting Process. Lushnja 
Municipality, represented by its Deputy Major, welcomed the proposal of the local coalition on the 
preparation and approval of an internal procedure on participatory budgeting process;  

- Budget in Brief brochures, as an information tool for citizens’ information were introduced  and 2 
CSOs were assisted in developing them;  

- 16 LevizAlbania grantees (CSOs/fellows) developed Visibility and Communication Plans with regards 
to their actions.  

 
In addition, PA organized two on-line training sessions on the “Use of Digital Technology for Online Learning and 
Cooperation”, attended by 23 grantees. The programs were tailored as a need related to COVID-19 situation, 
contributing to increase capacities of the participants on how to organize online activities to interact with local 
communities, public institutions and other local stakeholders in the frame of their projects. 
 

Figure 6. Assessment of exchange and networking opportunities, by grantees 

 
 
  

Increased information on local initiatives, lessons learnt, exchange of achievements and challenges, cooperating 
with local communities and public institutions

•"The session helped me to create new contacts and explore networking possibilities with other LA grantees 
that have similar projects, to join forces towards common actions"

Facilitated discussion among grantees to explore cooperation/networking possibilities 

•“The assistance helped us to understand the importance of acting as a network to put more pressure at our 
Municipality in terms of issues of interest” 

Increased knowledge and skills of grantees on advocacy, organization of online activities and visibility of actions

•“The session helped me a lot, to enhance knowledge on how to prepare an advocacy and lobbying plan and 
implement it at local level, which is the main activity of my project"

Increased knowledge on the Use of Digital Technology for Online Learning and Cooperation
•"The trainig helped us to learn new platforms and ways of communication to remain active and as an 

alternative solution to conduct activities "
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Output 2.4 
4 reports on local finance and an open data platform to measure fiscal and financial performance of 
local governments which is continuously updated accessed and used by civil society organizations, 

journalists and media, municipalities, policy-makers, experts and academics 
 

Table 10. Logframe indicators for Output 2.4  

Hierarchy of objectives/  
Strategy of Intervention   Indicator  

Baseline  
value  

Phase 1  

Target for Phase 
2  Achieved Y1  

Output 2.4: Open data platform to 
measure the fiscal and financial 
performance of local governments 
is continuously updated, accessed 
and used by interested parties  

Number of reports on local 
finances produced and 
disseminated.  13  16  4  

 
Municipal Finances and Citizens Perception on Social Services, implemented by Co-PLAN 
 
The platform Financat Vendore www.financatvendore.al is a consolidated reference source of data for most 
national and international institutions, including the media. The platform is regularly enriched and updated with 
data on a quarterly basis. Quarterly reports for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th quarters of 2019 were made public 
through the platform during the reporting period. The report for the 1st quarter of 2020 is expected to be 
uploaded during July. 29 Findings from the periodical local finances report have been also been used in theme-
based articles (a new product). The first article published presented an extensive analysis of personnel costs and 
number in 61 municipalities, highlighting disparities among municipalities in Albania. 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Outreach and main results achieved through Financat Vendore.al 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
29 See Annex 1 for detailed description of the activities.  

28,519 visitors during the 
year

11,734 unique users

123,122 page views 
(since the start of the 

platform)

3 infographics/ 3 clips/ 6 
posts have been shared on 

social media

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B2FuP6c02CF6Ol3iZRH34Ch1tuIBj9MP/view?usp=drive_open
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CY1yATKoT4jSJkBysTSyTjvSfBEzdjpG/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsVElyq3PntAKAMhwpEM9ImjRBhyy9M5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FWd3QTf04RJ8LU7Y86w8r2yeXxXrOgBD/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sv9P5GSY-I_2HUhG4Mf70sb9-P4bGL4k/view
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Figure 7. Assessment of results Financat Vendore.al 

 
 
During the reporting period, efforts have been focused in promoting and facilitating evidence-based-media-
coverage on matters of local governance, with particular emphasis on the health of local finances. Based on data 
published in local finances, several publications have cited as a source the Platform Financat Vendore. To 
facilitate communication, for each publication short clips and infographics have been introduced to be easily 
shared on social media and uploaded in the platform. A systematic outreach campaign, particularly with the 
media, is currently on-going to tap into the findings generated from the reports and produce various types of 
news stories/coverage on municipal finance. The team of Financat Vendore has participated regularly in 
television programs with a focus on economic issues30. 
 
 
 
 

Output 2.5 
Multi-functional platform which promotes independent and qualitative media content on local 

issues, and open knowledge on local government, is continuously updated, accessed and used by 
citizens. 

 
Table 11. Logframe indicators for Output 2.5 

Hierarchy of objectives/ 
Strategy of Intervention  Indicator 

Baseline 
value 

Phase 1 

Target 
for 

Phase 2 

Achieved 
Y1 

Output 2.5: 
Multi-functional platform that 
enables publishing of 
independent and qualitative 
media content on local issues, 
and open knowledge on local 
government, is continuously 
updated, accessed and used by 
citizens. 

Number of local journalists engaged in 
local reporting on local issues 30 50 

50* 
27 women  

23 men 

Number of in-depth articles produced 
and published in PortaVendore  50 200 109* 

*Updated according to PortaVendore’s latest progress report 

 
30 Details on the specific links of media coverage and statistics on social media postings can be found in Annex 1 

Increased 
transparency in 
local finances

Data on revenues by categories and expenditures based on source of 
funding, economic and functional classificaiton for  61 municipalities, on a 
regular, open and accessible manner. Users are CSOs, citizens and other 
interested stakeholders

Increased 
accountability of 
local government

Public bench-marking and comparisons between local governments within 
the country and in the region, giving a clear analysis of their financial 
performance

Improved 
decision-making 
practices  related 
to the field of 
local finances

Debates ignited on how municipalities use public money on a regular 
evidencebased basis.   Recommendations introduced  triggered discussions at 
policymaking level on:  symetrical decentralization model and constraints in 
view of the disparities among municipalities;  low fiscal autonomy of 
municipalities ; evolution of the stock of arrears held by municipalties; impact 
of natural disasters on local finances etc.
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The multifunctional platform www.portavendore.al aims to provide evidence based journalism on 
local issues and open knowledge on LGUs operations, in order to promote transparency and 
accountability of local government and strengthen the role of local journalists as drivers and 
promoters of local democracy. 
 
Efforts have been made during the reporting period to update and enrich the online platform content 
wise: 

• Updated information on new mayors and their profiles (following local election of June 2019), 
including Self-Declarations (lack of criminal records) of the newly elected mayors; 

• Updated information on new municipalities council members; 
• 4 new services’ passports related to housing after the earthquake of November 26th, added; 
• 22 High State Audit Monitoring Reports on Municipalities for 2019, identified and published; 
• Local Plans for 7 municipalities identified and published; 
• 2 new legislations added; 
• 12 new monitoring/analytical Report on Local Democracy identified and published; 
• 61 requests for information were sent to all municipalities for the 2020 approved budget, and 

as a result 40 annual/PBA budget received and published in the respective Municipality File; 
• Reports on Budget Performance of 34 Municipalities, conducted by Bashki të Forta published 

in the respective municipality file. 
- Communication and interaction with citizens – followers of PortaVendore: 

• 150 requests for information and denounces on wrong doings, related to local services, were 
received: 32 cases - followed by local journalists, 15 Cases- referred to Legal Clinics; Data on 
10 cases of families in need were reported to the activists that have been conducting the data 
collection to be referred to the municipalities for humanitarian help in the framework of 
COVID-19. 93 requests have been responded directly by PortaVendore, providing the 
requested information, related primarily to COVID-19 measures, as well as on social housing 
and economic assistance. 

- Engage and support local journalists to provide media coverage of local issues (news, reportages, 
photo and video reporting, etc.), as well as in depth reporting based on data and evidences on issues 
of public interest: 

• 50 journalists engaged (financial support and mentorship) (27 women and 23 men), and 350 
media articles published: 93 news, 109 in depth articles, 92 reportages, 5 investigative stories 
and 51 photo and video journalism articles. 

• 15 new journalists included to PortaVendore network.  
• 109 Issues related primarily to socio economic rights and wrongdoings in the areas of 

Infrastructure, Education, Environment, Civil emergencies, Social Services, etc. were exposed 
and reported by PortaVendore journalists. 

• Five investigative stories completed and published, related to: educational infrastructure in 
Bulqizë; quality of potable water for Tirana; Electoral promises of Mayor of Tirana; Lack of 
Public Consultations for major investments in five big municipalities; and Public procurement 
in Kurbin Municipality. 

During the past year, two major natural emergencies have happened: the earthquake of November 
26th, and the Health Emergency because of COVID-19. PortaVendore paid a special and important 
attention to these two extraordinary events, both in adapting visually as well as enriching the content, 
enabling the platform to better reflect the situation, and to more proactively provide to the citizens 
the needed information.  
A special journalistic focus was given to the earthquake of November 26th, and the management of 
the situation post-earthquake by the municipalities and other governmental institutions. 42 media 
articles have been produced and published by PortaVendore on the situation post-earthquake 
situation. In addition, PortaVendore has been very active in covering the situation with photos and 
videos published to social media profiles. 

http://www.portavendore.al/
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A more substantial focus and attention was put on the new situation created in the country because 
of the world pandemic COVID-19. The lay out and structure of the home page of PortaVendore was 
updated and improved in order to better respond to the new situation created in the country because 
of Covid-19:  
• A new folder was created in the homepage “Informative corner on the legal and administrative 

measures taken by the Government in response to COVID-19”; 
• Around 160 legislative acts, decisions and laws were identified and published; 
• Regular info-guiding videos, infographics and other visual instructions for citizens on the situation 

were published to the home page of PortaVendore, as well as to PV social media profiles; 
• A Reporting section for citizens was put in the homepage for them to request information and 

report on their needs and claim rights, related to government measures on COVID-19, reports that 
were further followed by the journalists and/or referred to the Legal Clinics;  

• The journalistic reporting was intensified, reporting mostly on the situation, from all around 
Albania: 78 in depth articles and reportages (in addition to numerous news and videos) reporting 
on COVID-19 Situation (how the most vulnerable communities have been affected by the 
restriction measures taken by the government to encounter COVID-19, their needs and requests;  
Exposing and promoting positive models of human and social solidarity; how local government 
has been responding to the situation). 

 
Box 3. Local governments react after the reporting of problems by PortaVendore 

-The municipality of Gjirokastër is taking measures for better waste management after the exposure of the 
problem by PortaVendore;31 
- Water and Sewage Disposal Entity of Durrës Municipality (UKD) was fined by the Commissioner of the Right to 
Information for not disclosing the information required by one of the PortaVendore journalists, while reporting 
on the pollution of watering canal in Kënetë, Durrës;32 
- Vorë Municipality promised to include in 2020 budget the reconstruction of the main road in Gërdec and 
Marqinet, after PortaVendore exposed the bad conditions of these roads;33 
- The waste deposition problem in Mat, was solved after the publication of PortaVendore article;34 
- Durrës Municipality promised to allocate a specific fund to invest in the fruits and vegetable market, whose 
poor conditions were reported by PortaVendore;35 
- Krujë Municipality promised to solve the housing situation of 20 Roma and Egyptian community by granting 
rent bonuses or social housing.36 
- Tiranë Municipality of granted the renting bonus to a single mother with two children, who used to live in the 
student dormitories that were severely damaged by the earthquake, after PortaVendore exposed her desperate 
case.37 
- The municipality of Dibër took measures to re-construct the Center for Elderly located in Peshkopi, after PV 
published the article on its poor conditions.38 
- The municipality of Krujë granted the renting bonus to Kacarri family in the village of Cudhi, after PortaVendore 
exposed the poor conditions of the family living in a tent, after their house was demolished by the earthquake. 
This article attracted the attention of several other media, including the French portal ‘Courriers des Balkans’, 
which asked for the article, translated it in French and published it, while citing PortaVendore.39 
- The Mayor of Gjirokastër contacted PortaVendore, after the publishing of a video reportage on the Viroi lake, 
informing on the municipality plans for its cleaning, and after two months the promise was kept and an initiative 
by the municipality was undertaken for the cleaning of the lake and other interventions to improve this touristic 
site. 

 
31 https://portavendore.al/2019/07/20/gjirokaster-kur-ndotja-nga-mbeturinat-te-shoqeron-kudo/  
32 https://portavendore.al/2019/11/06/ujesjellesi-i-durresit-ndeshkohet-per-mungese-transparence/  
33 https://portavendore.al/2019/10/18/u-shkaterrua-nga-gerdeci-harrohet-marqinet-2/  
34 https://portavendore.al/2019/12/16/me-ne-fund-nje-zgjidhje-per-vend-depozitimin-e-mbetjeve-urbane-ne-mat/  
35 https://portavendore.al/2019/08/24/tregu-i-frutave-dhe-perimeve-ne-durres-i-mbuluar-nga-pluhuri-i-harreses/  
36 https://portavendore.al/2019/12/12/ne-qiell-te-hapur-aty-ku-komuniteti-rom-dhe-egjiptian-vuan-pasojat-e-termetit/  
37 https://portavendore.al/2020/02/16/pasojat-e-termetit-ne-tirane-familjet-e-ish-konviktit-te-komunales-ne-mes-te-rruges/  
38 https://portavendore.al/2020/03/06/fytyra-e-re-e-qendres-se-te-moshuarve-ne-diber/ 
39 https://www.courrierdesbalkans.fr/Albanie-confines-sous-la-tente-sans-aide-sans-travai  https://portavendore.al/2020/03/29/familja-
kacarri-ne-cudhi-te-krujes-jetesa-ne-cader-ne-kohen-e-koronavirusit/  https://portavendore.al/2020/04/06/familjes-kacarri-i-del-bonusi-i-
qirase-kryefamiljari-perballet-me-pamundesine-e-gjetjes-se-nje-banese-ne-kohen-e-koronavirusit/ 

https://portavendore.al/2019/07/20/gjirokaster-kur-ndotja-nga-mbeturinat-te-shoqeron-kudo/
https://portavendore.al/2019/11/06/ujesjellesi-i-durresit-ndeshkohet-per-mungese-transparence/
https://portavendore.al/2019/10/18/u-shkaterrua-nga-gerdeci-harrohet-marqinet-2/
https://portavendore.al/2019/12/16/me-ne-fund-nje-zgjidhje-per-vend-depozitimin-e-mbetjeve-urbane-ne-mat/
https://portavendore.al/2019/08/24/tregu-i-frutave-dhe-perimeve-ne-durres-i-mbuluar-nga-pluhuri-i-harreses/
https://portavendore.al/2019/12/12/ne-qiell-te-hapur-aty-ku-komuniteti-rom-dhe-egjiptian-vuan-pasojat-e-termetit/
https://portavendore.al/2020/02/16/pasojat-e-termetit-ne-tirane-familjet-e-ish-konviktit-te-komunales-ne-mes-te-rruges/
https://portavendore.al/2020/03/06/fytyra-e-re-e-qendres-se-te-moshuarve-ne-diber/
https://www.courrierdesbalkans.fr/Albanie-confines-sous-la-tente-sans-aide-sans-travai
https://portavendore.al/2020/03/29/familja-kacarri-ne-cudhi-te-krujes-jetesa-ne-cader-ne-kohen-e-koronavirusit/
https://portavendore.al/2020/03/29/familja-kacarri-ne-cudhi-te-krujes-jetesa-ne-cader-ne-kohen-e-koronavirusit/
https://portavendore.al/2020/04/06/familjes-kacarri-i-del-bonusi-i-qirase-kryefamiljari-perballet-me-pamundesine-e-gjetjes-se-nje-banese-ne-kohen-e-koronavirusit/
https://portavendore.al/2020/04/06/familjes-kacarri-i-del-bonusi-i-qirase-kryefamiljari-perballet-me-pamundesine-e-gjetjes-se-nje-banese-ne-kohen-e-koronavirusit/
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Porto Romano: Lessons learned 
 
In December 2019, the Prime Minister announced that the illegal waste disposal place of Porto 
Romano would finally be closed and a big entertaining Park would be built instead. This decision was 
preceded and pushed by an extensive and intensive joint action of media and civil society, where 
PortaVendore and the Legal Clinic of Durres had a substantial contribution, by reporting regularly in 
the media and by bringing to the court the respective case. What seemed to have been a big success 
and an example of synergizing investigative journalism and legal action, was later followed by 
ecological catastrophe. After the announcement of closure of Porto Romano, PortaVendore continued 
to monitor the issue and was the first media to report on the waste of Durres Municipality still being 
deposited to Porto Romano field, even after the works for the new EcoPark had started. Right after 
the article by PortaVendore, bigger media started to cover the issue as well.  Following media pressure 
and with no other alternative at hand, the Municipality of Durres started to deposit waste all over the 
municipality territory and other neighbouring territories, events which again were reported by the 
journalists of PortaVendore. Civic protests were organised in several municipalities of Durres Region. 
An intensive debate on the outrageous performance of Durres Municipality regarding waste 
management surged in the media after these events. The issue is still ongoing and, in the meantime, 
trash continues to be not collected, deposited in illegal places or being burnt in the open air.  
PortaVendore will continue to report on developments relating to this situation. 
 
Reactions on PortaVendore’s articles 
 
A strong reaction by the readers, community and officials has been produced after the two 
investigative stories; one on the School of Bulqizë located within a private building serving also as a 
bar/restaurant used for mortuary ceremonies; and the other on the Public contracts awarded to a 
person with criminal records by the Municipality of Kurbin. A lot of pressure was put to the journalists 
and requests to PortaVendore to remove the articles from the platform.  
 
The mayor of Shkodër reacted after the publishing of the investigative story on the lack of public 
consultations in five big municipalities, requesting from PortaVendore to be more precise in specifying 
that she was not the Mayor during the time of some of the public investments PV has exposed as 
being done without public consultations.40 
 
The Mayor of Durrës contacted PortaVendore after the in-depth reporting on Durres Municipality 
replicating the investments, abusing with public money, asking PortaVendore to report also positive 
news from Durres, and not news that might damage the image of this coastal touristic city. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
40 https://portavendore.al/2020/05/23/bashkite-e-medha-shkelin-ligjin-asnje-degjese-publike-per-projektet-e-majme/  

https://portavendore.al/2020/05/23/bashkite-e-medha-shkelin-ligjin-asnje-degjese-publike-per-projektet-e-majme/
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Figure 8. Outreach of www.portavendore.al 

 
 
 

Gender Mainstreaming 
 
LevizAlbania has made efforts to mainstream the gender perspective in all its activities and ensure 
equal participation of men and women throughout the project. Particular attention was paid in the 
drafting and throughout all steps of the grant-giving process of the Cf A6 and RR Call to ensure that 
gender perspective is used by applicants in the development of their project proposals.  
LevizAlbania also revised the ‘Gender Mainstreaming Policy’ and produced a ‘Guide for Grantees on 
Gender Mainstreaming’.  This guide is a reader friendly document to orient potential grantees and 
grantees to properly include gender perspective in their project proposals and also over the 
implementation and reporting phases. A copy of this document was distributed to all conditionally 
approved applicants and discussed during the Guiding session with selected grantees of CfA6. 
 

Box 4. What is new in the Gender Mainstreaming Policy of LevizAlbania? 
• A more explicit formulation of LevizAlbania’s commitment to gender equality. 
• The responsibility for implementing the gender mainstreaming policy lies within the entire LevizAlbania 

project team, grantees and contractors, even though a specific responsible staff is appointed for this 
purpose. 

• A two-fold approach: 1) Ensuring equal representation in the LevizAlbania management and administration. 
2) Integrating a gender perspective to the core of both two LevizAlbania’s instruments (phase II): ‘demand-
driven interventions (grants), and VASS. 

• Special attention to the use of gender-sensitive language in public relations and outreach: LevizAlbania’s 
website and social media, public documents, such as newsletter, fact sheets, videos, success stories, press 
releases, the Online Platforms (Financat Vendore, PortaVendore), as well as public events. 

• Mainstreaming gender in Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning framework.   
Gender Achievements  

 48% of projects of CfA 6 led by women and girls 
 A higher proportion of the available budget was allocated to women and girls or to organizations 

whose contact person is a woman 
 Gender Mainstreaming Policy & Guidelines for applicants/grantees 
 

Gender disaggregation Call for Applications No.6 
Grants awarded Amount awarded 

Women and girls 19 443,143 CHF 
Men and boys 21 303,557 CHF 
Total 40 746,700 CHF 

Used by 190,000 
citizens

46% women and 54% 
men

18 to 34 years old (62% 
of the visitors). 

Around 400,000 views
"Journalistic directory" page 

was the most visited one, 
followed by “C’ben Bashkia 

(what the municipality does”) 
page/the Environment section, 

and the newly created 
Directory on “legal and 

administrative measures in 
response to COVID-19”

Facebook posts of 
PortaVendore have 
been shared 1400 

times
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Gender Challenges 

While NPOs with a woman as a contact person had a higher probability to win a grant and in fact got 
a higher awarded amount, for individuals this was the complete opposite. It remains a pending issue 
to review the CAI instrument in order to ensure a more equal distribution of grants between women 
and men. 
 
Despite achieving a “fair” gender representation in the grants awarded to women and girls or to 
organizations whose contact person was a woman (48%, 19 out of 40), this percentage is smaller when 
compared to the percentage of applications from women and girls at each step of the grant-giving 
process. In other words, more grants were proportionally awarded to men or organizations whose 
contact person was a man despite that more applications came from women or organizations whose 
contact person was a woman.  
 
4. Lessons learned 
 
Some of the main lessons learned from the first year – particularly from CfA 6 – to be implemented 
for the upcoming annual period are: 

1. LevizAlbania to further improve the formulation of the upcoming Calls in order to: 
 Present a clearer distinction between the definitions of: 

• Activism from individuals and informal groups  
• Organizations engaged into activism and / or mobilizing activism  
• Organizations engaged in advocacy/ request for municipal accountability and bridging 

between Municipality and citizens 
 Clarify the eligibility criteria  

 
2. LevizAlbania to adjust the filtering of concept notes, scoring criteria, and shortlisting to ensure: 
 Compliance with Call Directions.  
 Flexibility in the evaluation to allow for a smooth decision in various circumstances that are of 

interest for LevizAlbania: 

Box 5. Examples of Gender Achievements  

Addressing gender inequalities in rural areas 
 
Agrita Vizion Center is improving gender representation in local decision-making in 10 Administrative Units of 
Dibra Municipality (at village level) by undertaking mobilization of women and awareness raising to ensure 
gender-balanced community groups to be included in village decision-making structures (kryesitë e fshatit). 
 
Vizion Gruaje is influencing local priority-setting in favor of rural women in Skrapar and Poliçan Municipalities. 
They are currently mobilizing and supporting women in livestock (gra blegtore) in raising their voice to get the 
attention of local authorities and businesses (meat / dairy / restaurants) for their needs to be addressed: 
(public slaughter house, meat/dairy market, inclusive supply chains).  
 
Addressing gender inequalities in urban areas 
 
Through the project “Safe cities for women and girls” Livia Kreko is drawing the attention of public authorities 
to the particular needs of girls and women and the problems they face on everyday basis with sexual 
harassment and crime due to lack of public street lighting. By informing and encouraging the community of 
both genders of the Municipality of Durres, she has advocated for the improvement of the public street lighting 
in in neighborhoods 12 and 16. Through the project, a petition was submitted to the Municipality to address 
the issue in the streets "Mujo Ulqinaku", "Abaz Çelkupa" and "Hysen Kertusha”. So far, the Municipality has 
started to set up lighting in one these streets. 
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o Prioritization of applicants from outside of Tirana and rural areas.  
o Prioritization of concrete, action-oriented initiatives aimed to provide solutions 

that relate to the daily life/problems of citizens and communities. 
o In the case of organizations, there should be considered the number of projects 

for each municipality. Example: If the Municipality of Tirana is target of many 
organizations, there should be put a limit to the number of organizations that are 
qualified/supported.  

o Geography and Thematic should be considered together in the evaluation 
process. An applicant specialized in a certain thematic area, applies with a project 
covering exactly that thematic, then its project proposal, activities and budget are 
credible.  

 
3. At Idea Competitions, LevizAlbania to invite a more manageable number of short-listed applicants 

as well as a better balance between the presentations of NPOs, informal groups and individuals 
 
4. LevizAlbania to identify and raise red flags to the Grants Board in cases of non-compliance with 

eligibility criteria or an unrealistic budget. 
 

During Year 2, LevizAlbania needs to consolidate results in terms of the improvements implemented 
in delivery of public services, citizen’s demand for changes implemented by local authorities and 
increased number of citizens involved and engaged. It is foreseen that as grantees of CfA 6 move 
forward with implementation, this set of results will be achieved by implementing a close monitoring 
and coaching approach, further use of VASS by grantees, strengthened use of media as advocacy tool, 
etc. Furthermore, at the start of Year 2, LevizAlbania intends to launch CfA7, addressing lessons 
learned from the previous Call, reopen the RR Instrument and operationalize the Strategic Grants 
Instrument. 

LevizAlbania also needs to further consolidate results in terms of strategic/joint actions to oversight 
and address structural/systemic challenges related to good governance at local level. LevizAlbania 
intends to do so by increasing the number of formed alliances (including the whole network of 
previous grantees in Phase 1) and the strategic dimension of their joint action. Furthermore, 
LevizAlbania shall push for progress in terms of concrete “structural results” reached through 
proposals/requests by supported civil society actors.  Two granting instruments of LevizAlbania will be 
crucial in achieving results during this year, (i) CfA7, which is has a special focus on advocacy, and (ii) 
Strategic Grants, which will address important topics at strategic level Structural/systemic challenges 
related to good governance at local level. LevizAlbania will be mainstreaming into the terms of 
reference for each Call for Application, the need for responding more strategically and by joining 
efforts with other civil society actors. 

4.1. Good practices introduced 
 
Tailored responses to unsuccessful applicants 
One of the new elements of the grant-giving process was to provide a tailored response to each 
applicant, including the scoring obtained under each of the criteria after the first phase of selection. 
LevizAlbania managed successfully this process, with few applicants requesting the possibility for re-
evaluation and contesting the results. We assess this practice provided further transparency to the 
process. 
 
MEL Framework 
For Phase II, LevizAlbania has adopted a robust and comprehensive monitoring, evaluation, and 
learning framework for the assessment of the project’s performance based on the Project’s Logframe 
and its indicators. The framework foresees the systematic tracking of data relevant for project steering 
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and decision-making, and the use of this information for both accountability and learning. The 
monitoring of grants by LevizAlbania has as main purpose to keep track of the extent to which the 
grantees are successfully implementing their projects and achieving its objectives to improve local 
democracy. In doing so, LevizAlbania staff is paying particular attention to the impact, effectiveness, 
efficiency, and sustainability of the projects implemented by grantees. The quality of the different 
implemented activities and of the products generated by grantees is also part of the focus of Grant 
Monitoring. A calendar of on-site monitoring visits has been prepared and is currently under 
implementation. Besides establishing the overall internal M&E system, this framework includes a 
thorough Evaluation Plan with a Mid-term external review to be conducted half-way through the 
implementation period, a Final external review, and the annual External evaluation of grants.  
 
4.2. Challenges and opportunities 
 
Potential new closures/restrictive measures to prevent further spread of COVID-19 
The uncertainty regarding potential new closures and restrictive measures during the fall and winter 
is an opportunity to encourage civil society actors to explore innovative advocacy tactics and methods. 
Replicating successfully proven models to impact the local government action such as electronic 
petitions, use of media as advocacy tool, social media, etc. could be further developed and shared 
with the network of current, future and past grantees.   
 
General Elections 2021  
The parliamentarian elections to take place on April 25, 2021 are an opportunity to put local 
democracy in the agenda. Reaching out to the candidates for becoming MPs is an opportunity for civic 
actors to gain support on specific issues. Through CfA no. 7 LevizAlbania encouraged applicants to take 
into consideration these context elements and the potential development of dialogue platforms in the 
frame of the upcoming General Elections.    
 
New electoral system 
On July 30, 2020 the Parliament adopted changes to the Constitution to allow for open lists and 
changing rules for coalitions. Changes to the Electoral code are still to be defined and there is 
momentum to support the democratization of the electoral system at local level and improve citizens’ 
representation in the local councils. In the Call for Strategic Grants, a specific Direction was dedicated 
to the democratization of the electoral system at the local level. 
 
Supporting individuals and informal groups 
Other donors investing in supporting individuals and informal groups in Albania through grants to 
support active citizenship is an opportunity to share experiences and know-how accumulated over the 
last 5 years by LevizAlbania. LevizAlbania will undertake a study to assess the experiences of 
individuals and informal groups supported through grants and coaching in order to generate evidence, 
knowledge to define future strategic focus on this target group. 
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